FAQ
In these FAQs you will find questions and answers on the content-related aspects of Onyx One, the “WHAT”.
All topics are numbered and can be found in the table of contents. When you click on the question, you will
automatically arrive at the right topic.
For the “HOW” we refer you to the manual: https://wiki.onyxvirtualacademy.com/display/OM/UMICORE.
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1. General – basic principles
1.1. How much time does it take to complete a company qualification?
If all documents and information are available, you can complete the company qualification in half an hour to

an hour.
Collecting the required documents takes a bit more time, depending on whether you still have to ask for

them or have them at hand.
1.2. How much time does it take to complete a personal qualification?
Completing a person qualification will take 5 to 10 minutes if you have the required documents at hand.

1.3. Which basic principles should I take into account?
A company qualification is required for every person subject to VAT (so including a self-employed person).

A contractor employee is entered under the company where he/she is on the payroll.

The contractor employee is entered on an assignment drawn up for his/her company.

A subcontractor is only possible up to 1 level → exception: a subcontractor may, however, invite a self
employed person.
1.4. For which companies should a company qualification be created?
A company qualification is required for every person subject to VAT (so including a self-employed person).

1.5. In which company should a contractor employee be entered?
A contractor employee is entered under the company where he/she is on the payroll.

1.6. My registration link stopped working, what should I do?
If the initial registration link was used to register the account, it cannot be used afterwards to log in again.

Then logging in is done by using an e-mail address or the personally chosen login name and personally
chosen password.
1.7. How can I apply for a new password?
If you have forgotten your password, you can click “Lost password” to apply for a new password (see

screenshots).

1.8. What are the responsibilities of the main contractor towards his/her subcontractor?
A main contractor is personally responsible for inviting and following up his/her subcontractors, as well as

for delegating assignments to his/her subcontractors.
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1.9. Is a main contractor allowed to perform some tasks in the tool on behalf of his/her subcontractor?
On behalf of his/her subcontractor a main contractor may take care of person qualifications and act as

his/her administrator. In this case the following has to be met:
E-mail to be sent to the Onyx helpdesk = support@onyxone.com with the request

The request has to state the items below:

for which subcontractor(s)

which person/persons from the main contractor has/have to be able to do this

confirmation of the subcontractor’s approval => keep subcontractor or in cc of request or enclose

his/her approval in attachment to the e-mail
Subsequently Onyx will take the necessary steps => Onyx confirms to the main contractor that it was taken

care of and also confirms to what extent the main contractor can manage the subcontractor’s personal
qualification.
On behalf of the subcontractor, the main contractor then can:

see to the personal qualification

enter the subcontractor’s staff on a delegated assignment


1.10. Can you see whether you already sent a reminder to a particular person?
You cannot see whether you already sent a reminder.

1.11. Who will receive e-mail notifications when a PQ certificate, for which you perform the administration on behalf of
the contractor, expires?

All admins and managers in a company will receive e-mail notifications.

If you have also been assigned as manager for a subcontractor (as described above) you will receive the emails as well.
1.12. A CE (contractor employee) received an active badge by means of an old procedure, does he/she still have
access to the site?
A transition plan is used for every contractor. This means that a deadline is set by which time all CEs with

active badges, obtained by means of the old procedure, have to have been entered in Onyx One. After this
end date the CE will no longer have access to the site. Therefore the badge has to be exchanged at Internal
Security before the end date of the transition plan.
1.13. What about an administrative assistant from a house contractor (without SCC) with an administrative
assignment for a limited period in an on-site office?
The contractor enters the person as PQ3 (visitor).

The contractor asks the prevention department whether this individual may have unaccompanied access to

the site in the period of his/her assignment to enter his/her workplace.
Prevention approves: PREV changes the person to a PQ1’ with internal comment for exception approval

(PQ1' = personal qualification for on-site work without SCC).
Subsequently (if PQ1’ is completely in order) the contractor can enter the person as normal on the

assignment, for the duration of the assignment.
On the first working day the person has to log in at the OO service desk at Internal Security Entrance B.

This person has to obtain VHF before receiving a contractor’s badge.

1.14. I need help in completing my company qualification (or personal qualification).

If you have questions on content concerning your company qualification or personal qualification you can
address your questions in the tool by means of a comment to Contractor Management Umicore. If you have
technical questions (about the “how”) you can contact the Onyx One helpdesk through
support@onyxone.com or click on the Manual link.
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2. Company qualification
2.1 How much time does it take to complete a company qualification?

If all documents and information are available, you can complete the company qualification in half an hour to
an hour.

Collecting the required documents takes a bit more time, depending on whether you still have to ask for
them or have them at hand.
2.2 My company also has a subsidiary, how should this be treated in OO?
When a contractor has hived off certain activities to a subsidiary, this subsidiary also has to go through the

registration and company qualification in OO.
Admin will be able to manage both CQs. He/she will receive two separate registration e-mails to complete

CQ. However, he/she has to enter the co-workers on the correct CQ; this is done by clicking your name on
the top right of the display and by selecting the correct company in the drop-down list.
2.3 What is a Social Security certificate?
This is an official certificate from the National Social Security Office confirming that the quarterly social

security contributions have been paid. This is different in foreign countries.
Example Germany

Example The Netherlands

Example Poland

Example Ireland

2.4 Where can I apply for a Social Security certificate?
For Belgian companies at the following address: AD2-SECTIEATTESTEN@RSZ.FGOV.BE

For Dutch companies: to be requested from the tax authority or, if affiliated to the Belgian National Social

Security Office or social security insurance, request the certificate from the latter.
2.5 I am a level 1, 2 or 3 prevention adviser, but do not have SCC (Safety Certificate for Contractors). What should I
do?
Obviously, a prevention adviser’s diploma is of a higher degree than an SCC certificate.

You upload your diploma where you should normally upload your SCC.

2.6 How do I invite a subcontractor?


Click in the portal on



At the “per company” tab you fill in the subcontractor’s e-mail address (or, if the subcontractor is already
known in OO, the company name).
Complete the remaining fields: set language, define group (it automatically determines the company
qualification) and select the desired PQ level. Then click on send invitation.
As UPMR Contractor you may invite a Subcontractor (= company with various employees executing works
at UPMR) or a Self-employed person (= one-man business – no employees can be entered).




and select “per company” or “per e-mail”.
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2.7 How can I see whether my subcontractor has already submitted his/her CQ for approval?

Go to your dashboard and under Manage Qualifications click “Company Qualification”.

Then you get to the overview of your subcontractors.

2.8 How should a self-employed person be set up in OO?
A contractor works with a self-employed person:

A contractor may invite a subcontractor (“invite contractor" button on dashboard); in this case the

contractor has to select the “self-employed” group (group IX).
The self-employed person will receive an invitation and this allows him/her to enter a company (the

self-employed business). He/she cannot invite additional individuals for Umicore.
Via OO support the “self-employed person” can be added under the main contractor, so that the

former can be scheduled and assigned to the contractor’s commissions.

A subcontractor works with a self-employed person:

A subcontractor cannot invite a subcontractor, except for the “self-employed” group (group IX).
By means of the invitation the self-employed person will be able to set up and fill in his/her

“independent company” (with special CQ). Via OO support the self-employed person will be added
under the subcontractor, so that the latter can enter him/her for a particular assignment.
2.9 How can I easily go back to the “OO homepage” from “Your Portal – Umicore”?



Click on the arrow on the bottom right of the page and select “Home Onyx One”
You will be taken back to the start page.

2.10 I have a specific question about completing the company qualification. Who should I address?

If you have questions on content concerning your company qualification or person qualification you can
address your questions in the tool by means of a comment to Contractor Management Umicore. If you have
technical questions (about the “how”) you can contact the Onyx One helpdesk through
support@onyxone.com or click on the Manual link.
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3. Personal qualification
3.1 How much time does it take to complete a personal qualification?
Completing a personal qualification will take 5 to 10 minutes if you have the required documents at hand.

3.2 What PQ status should I give my employees?
PQ1 = for an employee who executes work at our site

PQ2 = for an employee who only comes to

execute work in central administration or IS, so
who does not actually access the site
PQ3 = for the C admins or for visitors

3.3 How can I change the PQ status?
Go to ‘My Team’ and select the employee whose status you want to change by clicking the wheel.




Select the new PQ and click on “continue” in the pop-up window.
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3.4 When can I enter my employees in the tool?
A contractor may already enter users in his/her own company before the CQ has been approved by UPMR,

but they cannot be assigned to the Umicore portal and therefore the PQ for Umicore cannot be completed.
A contractor’s CQ has to have been approved by UPMR before users can be linked to the UPMR portal.

3.5 How do I enter a team member and do I myself as admin manage his/her PQ?

Click on “My Team” → “Add user” → leave mobile phone + e-mail address open in the pop-up window.
If you then click on “invite user”, the login and password data are sent to the admin and the latter can

complete the personal qualification of the new team member. For example, workers who have no personal
company e-mail are entered in this way.
3.6 I am getting an error message that the national registration number already exists.
If you get an error message that the NR number already exists in OO, it means that this person has already

been registered for another company.
In this case you have to send an e-mail to support@onyxone.com. They can adjust this in the background

and ensure that the employee is added to your company.
3.7 How do I deactivate a user?
Click on “My Team” → select the user(s) you want to deactivate.




Inactive users can be re-activated by changing the status to “activated” again in the same way.
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3.8 Can I change the role of a user?

You can change the role of a user from ‘Team member’ to ‘Manager’.
Only upgrade, no downgrade, for this purpose you contact support@onyxone.com.


3.9 Who will receive e-mail notifications when a certificate expires for a PQ for which you ensure the administration
instead of the contractor?
All admins and managers from a company will receive e-mail notifications.

If you have also been assigned as manager for a subcontractor (as described above), you will receive the e
mails as well.
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4. Assignments
4.1 What are the actual types of jobs and what do they entail as regards access to our company?

4.2 I do not have an assignment. Who do I contact for this purpose?

If no assignment has been created yet in Onyx, you should contact your work planner in Umicore. The work
planner will create the assignment so that your staff can login here.
4.3 Can I personally create/change an assignment?

A contractor or subcontractor cannot personally create or change assignments. For this purpose you have
to contact the work planner in Umicore; he/she will enter this assignment.

A subcontractor always receives the assignment via his/her main contractor. The main contractor delegates
the assignment to the subcontractor.
4.4 How do I delegate an assignment?

Select the assignment you want to delegate in “overview of assignments and logins” and click on the
“delegate” button.
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Enter the company name of the contractor and click on “continue”.
Assignments can only be delegated to a SubC with approved CQ.
A delegated assignment cannot be delegated any further.
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5. Logins
5.1 Does a transporter also have to be entered via OO?

Transporters who deliver or collect are not considered as “(sub)contractor executing works on the site”, so
they do not have to be entered via Onyx One (e.g. someone delivering materials from outside or removing
materials externally).

They report to gate D and receive a vehicle badge providing single access. Delivery or collection is not
considered as executing works.

Internal transporters are considered to be contractors, and have to login by means of OO (e.g.
someone transporting materials but staying within the site).

Exception: a transporter who delivers containers, we consider this as executing works on the site, so
they will have to be entered via Onyx One.
5.2 Does an installation technician or repairer have to be entered by means of OO?

An installation technician arriving to execute urgent intervention/repairs or scheduled/recurrent maintenance
to non-Umicore equipment at our site does not have to log in by means of OO. In this case the visitor’s
procedure applies, since he/she will be accompanied continuously. For this purpose you have to send an email to In-house Security at Entrance B, clearly stating the name of the installation technician + the on-site
contact person.

If desired, to execute the maintenance/repairs without continuous supervision → possibility to
register/qualify via Onyx One.
5.3 Should a visitor be entered?

At the moment a visitor does not yet have to be logged in by means of the OO tool. This is still done via the
old procedure, i.e. the contractor sends an e-mail with the details to In-house Security.

Visitor = person who has not come to execute works.

When the visitor reports to gate A/B, he/she has to be collected/guided by a contact person.
5.4 Who should I enter for a weekend assignment?

All individuals who are going to come to work next weekend have to be logged in on a weekend assignment.
5.5 When should I enter a contractor employee for a weekend assignment?

Contractors coming to work at the weekend have to be logged in on the weekend assignment every week
before Friday 17:00 h.
5.6 Can I change an entry?

An entry for a contractor employee can be changed at any time by the contractor or subcontractor.

This can be done by clicking the “edit” button at the entry concerned and adjusting the date accordingly.
More information can be found in the Onyx One manual; click here. This manual will take you through the various steps
with the aid of screenshots.
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Example NSSO Germany
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Example NSSO The Netherlands
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Example NSSO Poland
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Example NSSO Ireland
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